Embroidered
Delicates

Dress your tea set with beautifully
embroidered napkins, overlay and
organza roses.
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materials:

For serviettes:
6 x (10’’ x 10’’) cotton fabric
For table overlay:
25’’ x 25’’ cotton
tabling fabric
VV Marking pen
VV Ruler
VV Embroidery machine and
hoops
VV Water soluble stabiliser
VV Embroidery threads
VV Embroidery machine needle
no 70
VV Sharp curved scissors
VV Cutwork and candlewick CD
from Into Embroidery
VV Basic sewing notions

materials:

The roses
VV Organza and voile fabric
VV Embroidery threads of your
choice
VV Gift Rose CD
VV Florist tape
VV Brooch pin
This project was made by Jolanda Ingram of
Brother Kempton Park
Rose embroidery designs by Louisa Meyer from
www.louisameyeroriginals.co.za

Idea!
Cute
Dress your table to impress!
Fold this cute napkin skirt
at your next high tea
engagement and be the
talk of the tea party!
Make these gorgeous
organza ribbons (far right)
and use them to pin up
your organza tablecloth on
the side of the table.
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instructions:

making the over lay

1

Mark the overlay fabric.
Horizontally, vertically and
diagonally.

2

On each line also make
a cross mark 8’’ from the
centre point. Then also mark
3,5’’ square in all 4 corners, as
well as these centre points.
Overlock the edges and
topstitch in the same way as
the serviettes. Embroider the
same design as for the
serviettes on each corner.
Here you can omit the
cutwork detail. On each 8’’
mark embroider design 5523.
(This design is a free
download on the website:
www.brother.co.za.) For the
centre I used design 7515. I
added a second one and also
mirrored it using the editing
functions of the Brother V3
embroidery machine. You
can also do cutwork on this
design if you desire.

3

Rinse overnight and iron
well.

making the serviettes

4

Serviettes: Mark a 3.5’’
square in one corner of
the serviette and also mark
the centre points. Overlock
the edges and then clip 1/4’’
from the marked line. Fold
the rest a 1/4’’ in and topstitch.

5

Hoop water soluble
stabiliser in a hoop and
mark a cross. Now pin the
corner of the serviette to
align the markings. Make
sure the bottom 1/4’’ seam is
not folded in. Choose the
butterfly design (7504) and
start stitching. After the
trelliswork has stitched, stop
the machine and cut away
the bottom pieces.

6

After the second stop,
remove the hoop and cut
where the cutwork should
be.

8

When dry, iron so that
it forms the bottom of a
skirt. From cardstock cut a
bodice with the ScanNCut
machine and insert napkin
skirt into the bodice. Wrap
a ribbon around her middle
and tie a bow, this will keep
the napkin in position.

making the roses

1

Hoop 2 layers of organza
in a hoop. To prevent the
organza from slipping in the
hoop - use NO HURT PLASTER
and wrap it around the inner
hoop.

2

Use the same thread in
the bobbin as on top.
Complete all the pieces as per
the CD instructions.

making the centre bud

3

Fold a piece of batting
around a piece of oval
shaped wire. Cut two circles
of organza and cover the
wire. Pull in at the centre.
Wrap florist tape around the
bottom to neaten.

4

Now complete by adding
the rest of the layers until
the rose is complete. Sew a
brooch pin to the back and
also add a tassel if you wish
to. The rose is now complete
to use as a decoration on
your table. If you wish to
make roses as decorations
you have to insert a dowel
stick to make a stem. CH

free! embroidery pattern
Type the following link into
the search bar of your web
browser to download the
freebie:
http://welcome.brother.com/
za-en/about-us/newsroom/
news-releases.html

7

Complete embroidery
in colour of your choice.
Complete all serviettes in
similar manner. Rinse and
leave overnight in water to
dissolve all the stabilizer.
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